DISEI-Workshop on
Climate change and ecological behavior: driving the transition
Florence (Italy), 6-7 October 2022

Call for papers

Aims and Scope

Where does climate change lead to? Which is the economic impact of climate change? Which are the behaviors to survive? Adaptation or mitigation? Which policies can be implemented? Can financial institutions or policy-makers nudge the ecological transition?

The workshop aims to bring together researchers from different countries who have placed at the center of their research environmental models, empirical studies and behavioral analysis to favor the green transition.

Topics

• Green consumer behavior
• Games and experiments
• Dynamic models on climate change
• Environmental policies
• Environmental insurance

Keynote Lecture

Simone Borghesi, European University Institute and University of Siena.

Special Issue

It is planned to publish a selection of papers in a special issue of Metroeconomica. Published papers will meet the standards of the journal. Instructions will be given on how to submit for the special issue.

Submission

Contributions should be submitted in the form of full papers, if available, or extended abstracts (max 2 pages) to mathws@disei.uni.it. The first page of the submission must contain authors’ affiliations and at least three keywords. The submitter will be assumed to be the presenter, unless differently specified. Only one paper per presenter is allowed. No submission fee is required.
Important Dates

- July 15th: deadline for submission
- July 30th: notification of acceptance
- October 6th: the workshop begins

Venue

Florence, Social Sciences Campus. See the location on Google Maps.

Social Program

All the participants will be invited to a social dinner which will take place on the evening of Thursday, 6 October. We plan to organize a guided visit of the historical city center before the social dinner.

Additional Information

Please note that presenters are required to deliver their presentation in person, while discussants may intervene remotely at their choice. Participation is open to invited speakers and junior researchers, up to the capacity dictated by sanitary restrictions. A limited reimbursement of accommodation cost is available for junior participants. All info are available on the website. For all questions please refer to the e-mail address mathws@disi.unifi.it.

Organizing Committee

Leonardo Boncinelli, Ilaria Colivicchi, Gianluca Iannucci, Ginevra Virginia Lombardi.